
 

Left Side? Strong Side! 
A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF TRIES SCORED IN THE 2017 NRL SEASON  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Abstract  
In the game of rugby league, teams attempt to ground the ball over the opponent’s tryline in order to score 

a try. Teams progress the ball downfield by running, passing or kicking. When a team receives a penalty 

for foul play by their opponents, they usually try to kick the ball over the sideline to gain as much territory 

as possible. However, close to the line some teams will even kick the ball backwards to give themselves 

more room before the tryline. Does this actually work? Is it better to be as close to the tryline as possible? 

This survey collected data from 1091 tries scored over the first 24 rounds of the NRL in 2017. It found that 

the most tries were scored from plays involving multiple passes between players (57%). These tries were 

mostly scored on the left and right wings of the field from play-the-balls between 0 and 15 metres from the 

tryline and between 20 to 50 metres across the field. On further analysis of tries resulting from play-the-

balls on different sides of the field, it was found that tries from play-the-balls on the left side of the field 

were mostly scored on either wing but play-the-balls on the right side of the field resulted in most tries 

being scored on the left wing. This study proposes that these patterns are a result of the preference of the 

majority of players to use their right hand.   
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Introduction  

In my school, Oz-tag is one of the inter-school sports 

options. Oz-tag is a game modelled off rugby league with 

the main difference being that, instead of tackling a player 

to stop them, the defender has to remove one or both tags 

hanging from the player’s shorts using velcro. As the 

playmaker (Figure 1), I was interested in finding out where 

the best place was to play the ball and where to end up 

scoring the try. What better place to look than at the elite 

level of NRL? If I could find any patterns in the location of 

the play-the-ball and where the try was scored then I could 

also replicate that in our team’s Oztag games.  

Aim 

To investigate the relationship between where the play-the-ball occurs and where the try is scored, 

in NRL games for 2017. 

 

Background Research 

Rugby league is full contact sport played by 

two teams of thirteen aside on a 100 metre 

long and 70 metre wide field (Figure 2).  The 

object of the game is to attempt to ground the 

ball behind the opponent’s tryline to score a 

try. Teams may progress the ball downfield by 

either running the ball, passing the ball 

backwards or sideways, or kicking the ball. 

The defending team attempts to stop the 

attacking tam by tackling them. Each team 

has six tackles in which to score a try, after 

which the ball is turned over to the opposition 

and they become the attacking side. After a 

player is tackled, he must stand up and roll 

the ball back with his foot (Figure 3). This is 

known as a play-the-ball. The person who 

Figure 2: The NRL field 
Source: http://www.betking.com.au/2016-nrl-round-12-betting-tips/ 

Figure 3: The play-the-ball 
Source: http://www.greenandgoldrugby.com/is-union-really-more-boring-than-

league-a-reply/ 

Figure 1: The NRL field 
Source: http://www.betking.com.au/2016-nrl-round-12-

betting-tips/ 

Figure 1: I am playmaker for the school 

oztag team. 



receives the ball, also known as the ‘Dummy-

half’, picks up the ball and either passes to 

another player or runs themselves. 

As the game has progressed and developed, 

defensive teams have become better and tries 

have been harder to score. Teams have had to 

employ ever more elaborate strategies and 

‘plays’ to try and confuse and beat the defence 

to score a try (Figure 4). Part of this is the 

location of where the play-the-ball occurs. If 

you are attacking and you play the ball too 

close to the try-line, the defensive line can rush 

up too fast and tackle the player with the ball. 

However, if the ball is played further back then, 

you can have more space for ball movement. 

Too far back though and it becomes too far to 

run to score the try before being tackled.  

Since field position and territory is so important, many teams, after receiving a penalty for foul 

play by the opposition, opt to kick the ball over the sideline as far down the field as possible to get 

as close to the opponents tryline as possible. However, when teams receive the same penalty close 

to the tryline they often prefer to kick backwards to give themselves more room. Is this actually 

and advantage? This survey seeks to answer this question and determine where the best location 

is for a play-the-ball and where the try should be scored. 

 

Risk Assessment 

Item/ Action Risk Control 
Electrical Electrocuted Check connections 

No food or water near computers 

 

  

Figure 4: Tries have become harder to score but more 

spectacular to watch. 
Source: http://www.smh.com.au/rugby-league/league-news/pacific-test-

melbourne-storm-star-suliasi-vunivalu-named-for-fiji-debut-20170501-

gvweo5.html 



Method 

 I used the NRL live app to watch replays of tries, to record where the play ball is and where 

the try is scored. I recorded: 

o Round of competition 

o Team scoring  and the opponent 

o The time the try was scored 

o Where the ball was played from the left-hand side and how far from the try-line in 

meters. This included tap ball, but not scrums, intercepts and abnormal plays (such 

as tries from stripping the ball or from knock-ons) 

o Where the try was scored, from the left-hand side. This only counted where they 

crossed the try-line, not where they put the ball down. 

o The type of try that was scored. These included: 

 BK-Bomb Kick (When a try results from a high kick that results in the ball 

travelling further up in the air than it travels across the field) 

 CK-Chip Kick (When a try results from a high kick that results in the ball 

travelling further across the field than it travels up in the air) 

 GK-Grubber Kick (When a try results from a kick that travels along the 

ground with multiple bounces) 

 DH-Dummy Half (When the dummy-half runs with the ball and scores 

without passing to any other player). 

 SP-Single Pass (When the dummy-half makes a single pass to a player who 

then runs with the ball and scores a try without making an additional pass to 

another player). 

 MP-Multiple Passes (When a try results from two or more passes between 

players, including the pass from the dummy-half) 

 LB-Line Break (When a try results from a player running through the line 

untackled and continuing to run the ball towards the tryline from behind the 

defensive line) 

 This collected data was then sorted into different groups to create graphs of different 

patterns using Excel. Play-the-balls were graphed using scatter graphs to show the 

distribution away from the tryline and across the field. On the same graph, tries were 

graphed using a line graph to indicate how many tries had been scored at each location 

along the tryline. This resulted in a combination graph that included a scatter and line 

graph. Trendlines could also be added to indicate an overall pattern and even generate an 

equation for the best location to play the ball and score a try. 

 The proportion of different try types was also graphed using a pie graph. 

 Two teams were then compared with the overall data: the best attacking team of 2017 

(Brisbane Broncos) and the best defensive team of 2017 (Melbourne Storm). For both teams 

a pie graph and a scatter/line graph was generated. 



The Data-Results 

In total, 1091 tries were recorded. 34 came from bomb kicks, 57 from chip kicks, 113 from grubber kicks, 55 

from dummy-half runs, 122 from a single pass, 616 from multiple passes and 93 from linebreaks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph 1 
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Graph 4 

Graph 5 
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Graph 6 

Graph 7 
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Graph 8 

Graph 9 



  
Graph 10 



  

Graph 11 

Graph 12 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Graph 13 

Graph 14 



  

Graph 15 

Graph 16 
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Discussion 

Over the 24 rounds of the NRL season of 2017 that were surveyed, most of the 1091 tries were scored 

using multiple pass-plays (57%) (Graph 1). For the purposes of this analysis, this was the type of 

try that was therefore focused on. Of the 616 tries scored from multiple passes (Figure 5), the 

majority were scored on the wings on the edges of the field (Graph 3). Other notable areas of 

scoring were 10-20 m inside each sideline. And also there was an area around the centre of the 

field near the posts. This area is targeted since a try scored here is easier to convert for an extra 

two points.  

 

 

Play-the-balls that resulted in tries from multiple pass plays were most commonly found between 

20 and 50 metres across the field (Graph 4). In terms of distance from the tryline, the closer it was 

then the more tries that were scored (Graph 5). In fact after 15 metres from the tryline, the 

likelihood of a try drops off dramatically. This goes against the practice of many teams in the NRL 

who think that kicking the ball backwards to gain some space from the tryline will bring an 

advantage. The statistics say the opposite. The closer the play-the-ball to the tryline, the more 

frequently tries are scored. 

Multiple pass plays were observed to usually result in a try on the opposite side of the field from 

the play-the-ball. To test this observation, the data was split into play-the-balls from the left side 

of the field (1-35 metres) and from the right side of the field (35-69 metres). This data did not 

behave as expected. Play-the-balls from the left side of the field resulted in an almost equal 

number of tries on either wing (Graph 7, Graph 10). However, play-the-balls on the right side of 

Figure 5: The Cowboys start a multiple pass play 
Source: https://www.foxsports.com.au 



the field generated a high number of tries in the opposite left hand corner but comparatively few 

on the right wing (Graph 9, Graph 10). Most tries overall were scored from play-the-balls on the 

left side of the field (Graph 10). But why is this the case? Surely professional footballers should be 

able to score equally well on either side of the field from any play-the-ball. But the statistics suggest 

not.  

So why do more plays go left than right? I would suggest that it is because most players find it 

easier to pass left (using their dominant right hand) rather than to go right (using their less-

preferred left hand) (Figure 6). Play-the-balls on the left can result in tries scored: on the right 

where there is more space, or in tries scored by utilizing the easier pass to the left. But play-the-

balls on the right utilize both the space and easier pass to the left and so a play will rarely go back 

to the right. 

 

The data also shows that no matter which side of the field the play-the-ball occurs, the highest 

scoring corner of the field is still the left hand side (1 metre in from the sideline) (Graph 3). Why 

are tries seemingly easier to score on the left hand side? These tries are usually scored using the 

incredible athleticism of the wingers. Wingers will often dive for the corner to score a try with 

almost their entire body above the ground and outside the field of play with only their hand 

grounding the ball in the in-goal. And the most secure way to control the ball is in your dominant 

Figure 6: For most people it is easier to pass to the left using your right hand than passing right using 

your left hand. 
Source: http://www.sbs.com.au/news/article/2017/03/15/farah-eyes-long-future-despite-passing-250 (left), 

http://www.go1.warriors.kiwi/news/2016/04/26/isp_and_nyc_teams_fo.html (right)  



hand which, for the majority of the population, is their right hand. Hence, scoring a try is easiest 

on the left side of the field where the winger can reach back in to score the try whilst on the right 

side of the field the player has to distort their body incredibly to attempt the same feat – again 

with their right hand (Figure 7). A left-handed winger on the right hand side in attack would be 

an asset for any team. 

 

Another observation is that for tries scored on the right side of the field, from play-the-balls on 

the left, there is a zone of high scoring in the last 2o metres of the field (50-69 metres) (Graph 7). 

This is not replicated at the same level for tries scored on the left side of the field (from 1-20 

metres), from play-the-balls on the right (Graph 9). In both cases tries should be easier to score 

by passing to the opposite side of the field where there is more space and defenders are forced to 

make a one-on-one tackle (each defender has to tackle their player by themselves with no support 

from teammates who have their own player they need to be tackling). But again the statistics show 

it’s easier to score this type of try by spreading the ball right than by spreading the ball left. Why? 

Defenders on the right side of the field (from the attacking point of view) are forced to tackle with 

their less-preferred left arm and shoulder as their opponents try to run around them. This means 

less efficient tackles and more attackers being able to break past the defender and score. 

Particularly if the defence stays wide to try and cover the high scoring wing position, the fullback, 

centre or second-rower can then exploit the gaps and score in this zone. Plays running the other 

way have to beat defenders who are using their preferred right arm and shoulder. So these plays 

are slightly less successful at scoring tries. 

Figure 7: Although neither try is easy – it is easier to ground the ball using your preferred right hand 

in the left corner than the right. 
Source: http://www.news.com.au/sport/nrl/nathan-ross-moved-like-we-didnt-know-a-human-could-move/news-

story/44f1fa20277e1ce9eea6b0d712a153f3 (left), http://www.couriermail.com.au/sport/nrl/video-departing-panthers-veteran-david-simmons-

denied-spectacular-try-by-the-corner-post/news-story/5dbc98eed02ff100c79c7c11f3f63535 (right)  



It seems incredible that even at such an elite level, it still comes down to whether a player is left-

handed or right-handed. But this seems to explain the patterns observed in the statistics. This 

should inform teams on how to score tries, how to defend their tryline and even help coaches 

choose players and their positions on the field. These statistics could be further tailored to analyse 

individual teams and their strengths and weaknesses. If you can identify where a team is most 

likely to score then you can plan and counter their strength. If you can identify where a team is 

defensively lacking then you can target this region and exploit their weakness. 

For example, let’s take two teams. Round 24 is just two rounds away from the finals of the NRL, 

and teams are looking for the edge over potential opponents in order to win their games and 

become the Champions for 2017. Two teams that were in the running were the Brisbane Broncos 

and the Melbourne Storm. (Of course since the initial submission of this project, the finals have 

already been decided with the Melbourne Storm claiming the 2017 title.) 

The Broncos are rated as the best attacking side in the NRL with more tries than any other team. 

When playing them, it’s important to know where and how they are likely to score in order to 

prevent them from doing so. Compared to the rest of the NRL, the Broncos score the same 

proportion of tries from all kicks and dummy-half runs. However, they score more tries from 

multiple pass plays, but less from linebreaks and single pass plays (Graph 1, Graph 11). Single pass 

plays are often to a forward who charges over the line from close range. The Broncos have a more 

mobile forward pack who are smaller and so are less able to pull off this kind of try. However, 

because they are more mobile they are better utilized in multiple pass plays. Tries are scored all 

across the field, particularly on the favoured left wing (Graph 15). The Broncos left edge attack 

through Oates (winger) and Monga (centre) have been particularly successful this season and are 

definitely a danger to any side. Of less concern is the right wing of Kahu (winger) who has found 

scoring tries difficult on the less favoured right hand side of the field. The Broncos centre Roberts 

has had success though, utilizing his speed to score tries in the 50-69 metre zone of the tryline. 

The Melbourne Storm have consistently prevented teams from scoring many tries all season. Even 

the Broncos (the best attacking side in the NRL) have only managed a handful of tries against 

them and subsequently lost both games this season (The Storm and Broncos also faced off against 

each other in the Preliminary Final – the Storm won that too 30 points to nil). This is a team that 

everyone else wants to find a weakness in to help them win games. The Storm, when compared to 

the NRL, have slightly less tries scored against them off multiple pass plays. Astonishingly, they 

have not conceded a single try off the back of a linebreak by the opposition all season. This 

indicates the determination of a side committed to defence. Every time an opponent has made a 

linebreak, the defence has scrambled to stop them scoring a try. However, they do seem to concede 

a greater proportion of tries through grubber kicks and single passes (Graph 12). This seems to be 

reflected in the number of tries scored in the centre of the field near the posts. Even more alarming 

a weakness for this side is the number of tries scored down both wings, particularly the left hand 

side. Melbourne’s wingers Vunivalu (right attack and left defence) and Addo-Carr (left attack and 



right defense) have impressed the competition with their attack and athleticism but seem to show 

some weaknesses in their defence. The impressive record of Storm’s defence is recorded in the 

regions of the field were they have not conceded a try all year. These regions include from 7-14 

metres, 23-30 metres and 59-64 metres (Graph 16). This can be put down to the incredible 

defensive work of Storm’s centres (Chambers and Blair) and second-rowers (Harris and Kaufusi) 

who have worked together to stop tries in a usually high-scoring region across the NRL. 

Conclusion 

To come to a conclusion, I have discovered that most tries have been scored on the wings. Most 

tries were scored from plays that involved multiple passes. And play-the-balls leading to a try were 

more commonly found between 20 and 50 metres across the field and within 15 metres of the 

tryline. 

To have the best chance of scoring a try you should use a multiple pass play, starting between 20-

50 metres in and 0-15 metres from the tryline. If on the right side of the field, pass the ball left. If 

on the left you can go left to your athletic left winger or right to your other winger in space out 

wide. If the defence stays wide, the second rower or centre can still score a try by targeting between 

10-20 m from the sideline. 

  



Further Research 

All of the data collected is suitable to test a whole range of factors. I would also like to use the data collected 

to further investigate: 

- Differences in scoring at different times during a match or even a season 

- Is there a difference between games played at night or during the day 

- Are there any other patterns in the other try types? 

- Further analyse other teams (why not all of them?) to identify weaknesses and strengths in their 

attack and defence. 

- To collect data from the finals and determine if there are any patterns or differences compared to 

regular season games 

- To collect data over a number of years and determine how patterns and trends in try scoring have 

changed over time 

As mentioned earlier, the inspiration for this survey was assist our team with playing oztag. Many of the 

same features and right-hand preference of the population is also relevant to this game. Players still find it 

easier to pass left and score in the left corner. Whilst not tackling, it is still more difficult for the defense 

on the opposite side to take a tag using their less-preferred left hand. It would be interesting to collect 

Oztag try data and to compare it with the NRL data. Also I could record the differences in our own team 

before and after utilizing this research to improve our game strategy. 
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